We prove (1.1) by writing the SL -adic representations of A in the form given them by Serre-Tate [15] (using the theory of Shimura-Taniyama [17] and Weil [18] ) and then exploiting some elementary facts about the "mod (, n *' points of tori over ^. The possibility of doing this was suggested by a letter fron Serre to Masser [13] concerning the special case where A is a product of several elliptic * curves ? to prove (1.1) we have followed Serre's arguments. It should be noted that a variant of (1.1) was proved by T. Kubota [4] , who considered integers N of the form a , (, being a fixed prime. Also, in this volume, Hasser [6] has treated prime numbers M, for abelian varieties of dimension 2.
In our proof of (1.1), the integer v arises as the dimension of a certain torus which is familiar in other contexts. Namely, it is the Hodge group of A (see [1] and § § 3,4 of [i4] ) , and so its dimension bounds the transcendence degree of the field generated by the periods of differentials on A [1] . For us, the torus is given as the image of a certain explicit map between tori ; therefore, via the dictionary between tori and their character groups, computing v cooes down to computing the rank of a certain matrix. In § 3 of this paper, we write down explicitly the matrix that intervenes, and this enables us to give the lower bound 2+ Log.d for 'V in the case where A is absolutely simple, d denoting the dimension of A. There is also a trivial upper bound for v i namely the sum of 1 and the dimension of A.
When v attains this upper bound, we say (following Kubota) that A is "non-degenerate." For A absolutely simple, it follows from our lower bound that A is always non-degenerate for d « 1,2,3. We give several examples (due, variously , to Shimura, Serre, and Lenstra) of absolutely simple A which do not have this property. The smallest example has d « 4 and v « 4 ; this is given by the CM type constructed by Mumford and described in [9] .
For the reader who was present at the Conference, it might be pointed out that this article bears no relation to the author's talk, for which one can consult [10] . The material concerning the calculation of v is based on a manuscript written in 1977-78 after correspondence with Masser and discussions with Serre and Lenstra. It later formed the basis for a talk by the author at the Rennes conference on algebraic geometry in June, 1978.
• ------------------For the convenience of the reader, the text of this letter (and a sequel) has been included as an appendix to this paper.
DIVISION FIELDS OF ABELIAH VARIETIES

•
Let T be a torus over $ -, and let
be the character group of T. Using an idea of Ono [7, § 2] , we define subgroups T(l+J?Zy ) (n > 0) of T(^) by the rule
We have X (t) € $^ , and the condition X(t) • 1 mod A" means that ordp (X (t)-l)
is at least n. Thus T (5Zp ) is the maximal compact subgroup of T (^p) , and the various T(l+ A Zj^ ) define a filtration of T(Zp) by open subgroups. We further define
TtZ/H^ » T(Z^ )/T(1+ ^Z ) (n> 0).
Example (2.1) : Let E = E. x . . . x E be a product of finite extensions of $ p , and let T be the torus obtained by viewing E * as an algebraic group over Q n • Then we have
where R is the integer ring of E, namely the product of the integer rings of the E.. [7] , where T^ is defined directly by declaring its -& character group to be X(T) , viewed as a Gald-/r.)-module (which we may do since it is an unramified Gal($ /$)-module by hypothesis).
We now consider a map \ : T -» T' between $p -tori. For n > 0, it is clear that X induces maps
We denote the second map by X . n Theorem (2.3) : If \ is surjective. then the order of the cokernel of X is bounded independently of n. 1^ \ is an isogeny, then both the kernel and the cokernel of X have bounded order. Now assume that X is an isogeny. Then the kernel of a is finite, and the assertion to be proved reducesivia the snake lemma, to the assertion that the cokernel of the restriction
of a to T(l + ^"ZJ has order which is bounded independently of n. For this, we consider the "transpose" isogeny X" and define a" for n > 0 as the map for X' analogous to a . Then a • a^ is just multiplication by the degree of X on T' (1 + S^Z ) .
It is clear for n sufficiently large that T*(1+ J^Zp ) is isomorphic to the group Z^ where v == dim T = dim T' is independent of n. Hence the cokernel of a • c^ , 9, n n and therefore that of a , has bounded order.
We now consider once again a surjection X : T -* T' over Cp » and write X* for the corresponding inclusion
of character groups. Let X" be the subgroup of X(T) given by X" « <X € X(T) |nX € ^* (X(T')) for some n ^ 1} .
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Then (X-: X(T')) is finite, and X(T)/(X") is torsion free. If we let T" be the Cp -torus corresponding to X", then the inclusion X(T') S X 1 * corresponds to an isogeny
and the inclusion X(T-) c--yX(T) corresponds to a map
whose kernel is connected (i.e. is a torus). We have
Theorem (2.4)
: Suppose that X(T) is an unramified Gal (gp /$" )-module, so that the tori T, T', T" have good reduction. Suppose also that i is prime to the degree N of the isogeny ^ . Then, with the notation as in (2.3), the order of the cokemel of ^ is bounded by N. If, furthermore, X is an isoqenv (so that X « v), then the kernel of X again has order bounded by N.
Proof : It is known that the map T(SZp) --»T"(Zp) induced by U is surjective because of the good reduction hypothesis ( [8] , § 4.2). It will therefore be enough to prove the statements when X is an isogeny, which we now suppose to be the case.
Under our hypotheses, the map
induced by X is known to be an isomorphism We find that the cokernel and kernel of X are independent of n, n for n > 1. Taking n « 1, we see that X. is the map on T -points induced by the reduction X/-: T , -» T' of \ . Thus the kernel of X, is the group /F ;-^ * of r -rational points of the kernel of X , so its order is in particular a divisor of N. On the other hand, it is well known that the kernel and cokernel of We next consider the situation where we are given tori over ®. If T, is a torus, we define T(2Z /€^7L ) to be T,^ (22/^2 ) for each prime i and all n > 1. Given a map X: T -» T' between two tori, we now write X. for the induced maps T(2/ £"2 ) -» T* (Z/ £"22 ) . Proof : Without loss of generality, we may suppose \ surjective. Then it is clear that our result follows from (2.5) and (2.6).
3.
We now wish to deduce (1.1) from the above corollary. Before beginning to do so, we make some preliminary simplifications. It is clear that to prove (1.1)
for a given A/k, we may replace k by a finite extension of k and A by an abelian variety which is isogenous to it. We thus introduce the hypothesis that A has everywhere good reduction, as we have a right to do by a well known theorem of Serre- Tate . This enables us to assume that each of the A. occuring above is in fact absolutely simple. This means that each of the fields E. is a CM field and that the "CM type" attached to each A. is simple in a sense which will be presently recalled . This assumption, and the previous ones will be in force for the remainder of this paper. To summarize, we assume : i) that A has everywhere good reduction over k î i) that A is given as a product A x ...x A. of absolutely simple abelian varieties, with each A. having complex multiplication by the integer ring of a CM field E..
Proving (1.1) under these assumptions will give a proof in general.
In order to discuss the individual factors with a minimum of notation, we now temporarily suppose iii) that t « I, i.e. that A is already absolutely simple. This assumption will be in force for the remainder of this paragraph.
To discuss the "CM-type" attached to A, and the "dual-(or reflex)
CM type derived from A, we embed k and E into the complex field <C . Let L be the Galois closure of E in fi, and let
We introduce the convention that G acts on E on the right. Thus for example, we may view the set Hom(E,C) of embeddings of E into C as the coset space H \G. We write c for the complex conjugation of <C, or any of its restrictions. We say that the CM type (E,S) is simple. We symetrically introduce
As in [17], the data (A/k,E) define a CM-type S & Hom(E,C). This is a subset of H \ G such that H\ G is the disjoint union of S and Sc . Put
where R is the set S~ of inverses of elements of S. Let K be the fixed field of H', and let R c Hom(K,fl:) be the image of R in H\ G.
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Then (K,R) is again a simple CM type, that dual to (E,S), Because (E,S) is simple >
it is its own double dual (i.e. the dual of (K,R)), and it is known that k contains . 0 if not .
(For T , 0 € G, and for h € H, h' € H', we have TO" € R if and only if
(h 1 T)(ho)~1 € R.) It is obvious that if we exchange the roles of (E,S) and (K,R), we replace (i(T,0)) by its transpose. Hence we find Proposition (3.3) : The rank of a CM type (E,S) is equal to the rank of its dual.
It is easy to see that the rank of (E»S) satisfies the inequality rank(E,S) < d+ 1 . 
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These facts were all pointed out by Kubota [4 ] , who calls a CM type non-degenerate if its rank is equal to d +1 .
It is amusing to note that there is a lower bound for the rank' :
To prove (3.5), it suffices by the symmetry to prove that rank (E,S)
is at least 2 + Log d = Log (4d first group, we have n + n =1 for all g; for those in the second, we have 9 gc n + n =2 for all g . ] It follows (as Lenstra pointed out) that the image of ĝ enerates an r -subsoace of X /2X of dimension at least Log 4d. This implies in
particular the assertion about the rank.
Corollary (3.6) : Suppose that we have d' = 2 ~ . Then (E,S) is non-degenerate :
we have rank(E.S) = d+1. Before moving to the special case where E is an abelian extension of $ ,we mention an alternate interpretation of 4> , or rather of the composite of <^ and the norm map N . : T -» T . We let t , be the tangent space to A/k at the origin, so that t , is a k-vector space of rank d on which E acts. It is altemate-* ly an E-vector space on which k acts. For a € k* we let l^(a) € E be the determinant of the E-linear map "multiplication by a" on t«/i-The map ip : k* -» E* is obviously induced by an algebraic map T -» T , which we again denote by ^ , (cf. [15] , p.511).
Proposition (3.8) :
The map ^ is the composition of the norm map N, : T -» Tâ nd the map ^ : T^ -» T^. This is well known, and is used implicitly in [15] , § 7. For a proof,
Corollary (3.9) : The rank of (E,S) is equal to the dimension of the image of ^ .
Proof : The map N . is surjective .
In addition to assumptions (i),(ii), (iii) introduced above, we suppose now and for the remainder of this §, that E is an abelian extension of $.
Then L « K « E, and G « GaKE/®). We may view 0* as an endomorphism of X » X^ . We close this paragraph with some examples. Thus S is non-degenerate, for example, if a « 1. Greenberg [2] found that S is degenerate for p « 67 and a = 10, 19, 47, 56, 60. For sufficiently large primes p x 7 (mod 12), Lenstra and Stark noticed that there is always an a for which S is degenerate (loc. cit.). This example, recently constructed by Lenstra, shows that the rank may be quite small relative to EE : $],even in the case where the CM field E is abelian.
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4.
We now return to the situation outlined at the beginning of § 3,where the abelian variety A/k satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), but we no longer assume that E is a single field. We wish to prove (1.1) for A. in which the two vertical maps are reduction maps, the top horizontal map is P " S, and the lower horizontal map is the map denoted A.
toward the end of § 1. Hencê .n G is just the image of X.
(for n > 1) , and d( A") is the order of Im(X " ) . pU X»»n x,,n Thus (1.1) is a special case of (2.7). Finally, again by (2.7), the integer \) of (1.1) is the dimension of the image of X , or in other words the dimension of the image of l|/ . This establishes (4.1) and the claim concerning the value of \) .
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